LES AVEUGLES
I recollect it dimly as one of those preposterous master-
pieces of the Nineties, that were the joy of parodists when
I was a boy at school You watched a dimly-lighted stage for
hours, whilst unconvincing characters in draperies did partly
comprehended things. They talked a little, too. But I
recall a comforting conviction that it did not really matter
whether you understood their goings-on or not, because it was
all an allegory, (For an allegory released one in the Nine-
teenth Century from all comprehension, just like a complex
in the Twentieth.) It was all an image of the life of man or
the growth of plants or the habits of the wasp or something.
And nearly all the characters, for some reason buried deep in
the author's lumbering symbolism, were blind. They were
led about, complaining a good deal; and though nothing was
further from their creator's purpose, the whole effect was
vaguely ludicrous. For that gifted man had managed to
make even blindness funny: it was never, I think, more
obvious that Providence intended all Flemings to be buffoons.
But I recall that faded scene, because it always seems to
me an admirable image of the modern state. That, perhaps,.
is what the author meant, though I should hardly think so.
For the Nineties were far too deeply interested in the prob-
lems of the individual to think about the state. Yet are they
not all, our countries, a little like large, sightless persons led
around by small (and more or less unsatisfactory) guides,
by statesmen with ideas, by journalists with none, by soldiers
with obsessions—and, above all, by school teachers ? For
the modern state is very largely what its school teachers
make it, Prussia, for instance. Germany surprised the world
at large in 1914; but it surprised nobody who knew what
Prussian teachers had been up to for a generation past.
The British working-class owes many of the gaps in its
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